JOE LIEBERMAN
THREATENS TO PUT
DEXTER FILKINS, JUDY
MILLER IN JAIL TO
FEARMONGER OVER
WIKILEAKS
Joe Lieberman has introduced what he claims to
be a law targeted at Wikileaks.
“The recent dissemination by Wikileaks
of thousands of State Department cables
and other documents is just the latest
example of how our national security
interests, the interests of our allies,
and the safety of government employees
and countless other individuals are
jeopardized by the illegal release of
classified and sensitive information,”
said Lieberman in a written statement.
“This legislation will help hold people
criminally accountable who endanger
these sources of information that are
vital to protecting our national
security interests,” he continued.
The so-called SHIELD Act (Securing Human
Intelligence and Enforcing Lawful
Dissemination) would amend a section of
the Espionage Act that already forbids
publishing classified information on
U.S. cryptographic secrets or overseas
communications intelligence — i.e.,
wiretapping. The bill would extend that
prohibition to information on HUMINT,
human intelligence, making it a crime to
publish information “concerning the
identity of a classified source or
informant of an element of the
intelligence community of the United
States,” or “concerning the human
intelligence activities of the United

States or any foreign government” if
such publication is prejudicial to U.S.
interests.

Problem is, not only would it not endanger
Wikileaks (as far as we know). But it would put
both good journalists–like Dexter Filkins–and
bad ones–like Judy Miller and Bob Novak–in jail.
As far as we know, Wikileaks has been successful
in its dumps at hiding the identities of any
intelligence sources. (It has exposed one of
State Department’s moles in Germany, who has
been fired. But a diplomatic source is not an
intelligence source, is it?)
But other journalists do expose sources. Such as
when Dexter Filkins reported on how much the CIA
has been shoveling at Ahmed Wali Karzai. Or when
Judy Judy Judy exposed the CIA ties of a Ahmed
Chalabi rival. And then, of course, there’s that
little matter of Bob Novak and Valerie Plame.
This is all getting really, really stupid.
Doesn’t Joe Lieberman have anything better to do
with his time? Like funnelling money to the TSA
for some other invasive search machine? Or
giving the uber-rich big tax breaks?

